A Group of UChicago
Graduate Students Out to
Disrupt Academic Publishing
Brian Cody, Cory Schires and Rob Walsh are behind
Scholastica, an electronic end-to-end publishing
solution for scholarly journals.

Uncovering a hidden problem

Enter Scholastica

Scholars the world over are incredibly upset at the current
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publisher Elsevier.

user interface for managing scholarly articles, and
a simple process for finding and managing expert

One night more than a year ago, three friends who met at

peer reviewers to evaluate the paper’s merit for

the University of Chicago discussed the numerous problems
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the next three months, Brian Cody (PhD student, Sociology),

Scholastica allows journals to sell their content
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Academic publishing by the numbers
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The future of scholarly publishing
Scholarly journals are going to move away from the
large corporate publishers such as Elsevier, Thomas
Reuters, and Wiley-Blackwell. Instead, journals will
take control of how their content is distributed, with
an emphasis on digital access as physical versions
play a less and less important role in modern scholarly
research. Academic libraries now routinely spend 60%-

“

...one can say now, with confidence, is
that there is a web tool out there that
makes the mechanics of starting up a
new (but secretly not so new) journal
almost trivial.5

70% of their materials budget on journals6 and have

- Prof. Timothy Gowers, University of Cambridge

been cutting their subscriptions to journals as prices

Fields Medal-winning mathematician and organizer of

go up – but giving control over publishing back to

the Elsevier-focused “Cost of Knowledge” boycott

scholars will reduce prices so libraries and scholars can

writing about Scholastica

afford access to more and more scholarship. Tools like
Scholastica will also allow for new ways of managing
peer review, publishing content, and new experiments
in how scholarship should be produced and measured.

Contact. website: www.scholasticahq.com | email: info@scholasticahq.com
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